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1 INTRODUCTION
Our team is reproducing the paper "Residential Links Under
the Weather," authored by Padmanabhan, Schulman, Levin,
and Spring. The original paper ran their proprietary soft-
ware ThunderPing for eight years, following the forecasts of
weather in the U.S. and pinging up to 100 hosts from each
last-mile provider in the area for six hours before, during,
and six hours after a forecasted weather event. This paper
was the first attempt to quantify the effect of weather on
residential outages.
The problem is important because severe weather is the
number one cause of power outages in the U.S. and costs the
economy billions of dollars a year in lost output and wages,
spoiled inventory, delayed production, inconvenience, and
damage to the grid infrastructure. With the likelihood of
severe weather events likely to increase in the future due to
climate change, this question becomes even more pressing
to answer. For exampple, heavy downpours have increased
nationally, especially over the last three to five decades; since
1991, the amount of rain falling on the heaviest rain days has
been significantly above average. There have been increases
in flooding events in the Midwest and Northeast. Winter
storms have also increased in frequency and intensity since
the 1950s [3].
The original team showed that a variety of weather condi-
tions inflated the likelihood of Internet dropouts, and that
this inflation depends upon the type of weather, link type,
and geographic location. Additionally, the team found that
the time to recover from a dropout increases during weather
events. The datasets and analyses produced by the team will
enable a wide range of turue studies into areas including
the combined effects of wind speed and rain, the effects of
cloud cover, the relationship between duration of a weather
condition and recovery times, and much more.
To reproduce this original paper, our team first replicated sev-
eral early figures in the paper using a year of data provided
by the original team. After verifying that this data looks
accurate, we searched for independent data sets, settling on
the ANT Internet outage data and several datasets on snow
and rain events in the U.S. We combined these datasets to
try and produce similar trends to those found in the original
paper.
Our graphs using the original data matched the original
figures well.

2 RELATEDWORK
While Internet outages are widely researched, this paper was
the first to systematically investigate the effect of weather on
outages. There have been efforts to take residential measure-
ments that give detail about events as well as precise location
information. One of these efforts is RIPE Atlas, which we
looked at initially when trying to reproduce results.
The paper has adopted techniques used by previous researchers
of Internet outage detection with active probes. It adopted
parameters, including the 11 minute safe probing interval
and the use of at least three vantage points, from Quan et al.’s
"Trinocular," which analyzes ping responses from a sample
of hosts in a certain range and analyzes the effect of hur-
ricanes. A difference between this paper and Quan et al. is
that Quan interprets turning off an access point as a failure,
whereas this approach expects that address-specific events
are typically independent of weather.
Another paper referenced was Zmap, which was used to
investigate outages in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. Un-
fortunately, its proof of concept weather measurement was
limited to three days of a well-forecast hurricane.

3 REPRODUCTION PROCESS
We decided to reproduce figures 1a and 1b from the original
paper, first by using Thunderping’s data. We worked directly
with the authors of the paper to get their data. We chose to
analyze the most recent year of data, 2018, because the file
size for each year of data was around 4 GB. We decided to
use Google Colaboratory, which is similar to Jupyter note-
books, but allows better real-time collaboration, in addition
to letting us easily take advantage of files within Google
Drive. We fixed up the data (the longest part of this was just
converting the date formats) to remove empty values and
calculate new variables (like if a gale was present given the
reported wind speed, or the hour of the week). After adding
a few new variables, we reproduced figures 1a and 1b pretty
closely. There were some slight differences, given that the
paper used 8 years of data. Because of this accurate repro-
duction, Bruce advised us that this meant using original data
set would easily let us reproduce the paper’s figures.
Instead, he wanted us to look for external data sets that could
give us similar results. Bruce’s first suggestion was the RIPE
Atlas, which intends to build the largest Internet measure-
ment network ever made [2]. RIPE has a global network of
probes that measure Internet connectivity and reachability,
providing an unprecedented understanding of the state of
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the Internet in real time. Jeyla and I poked around for a few
days because this seemed promising, but the datasets for this
project were difficult to find, and the datasets didn’t really
focus on outages. We didn’t find many routers in the United
States, or at least a lot fewer routers than reference in the
paper. We could access RIPE’s daily data dump, but each file
was excessively big for our purposes. Each hour of data was
GBs big. We pinned this dataset for potential use in case
other alternatives fell through.
After RIPE, we continued our search. ANT Lab is a research
group that spans several departments at the University of
Southern California. ANT Lab is actually the group that pio-
neered Internet outage detection with Trinocular, mentioned
above in the Related Work section. Trinocular has probed
4M networks every 11 minutes, 24x7 since Octber 2014. We
thought that ANT’s internet outage data would be a good
approximation of the outage data captured on ThunderP-
ing. ANT defines Internet outages as address blocks that
become unreachable. Typically, outages are inferred from
active probing, and may include /24 block-level outages over
time, or lists of inferred outages that affect larger parts of
the Internet. Unfortunately, working with ANT required an
IMPACT account. Jeyla submitted a data request form, but
ANT was delayed in responding. ANT was actually waiting
for Nick McKeown to approve our request. At last, we had an
IMPACT account. Then, we had to go through ANT again to
submit a specific request for the outages dataset. Our request
was initially denied because it wasn’t specific enough, but
we finally got approved in the middle of Week 9.
While waiting on this data request, Jeyla and I looked for
datasets of weather events in the United States that we could
join with the ANT outage data, finding daily datasets for
snowfall and hourly datasets for precipitation.
It took a day for us to download this data, which had a file
size of 8 GB in its compressed form. Once the data was down-
loaded, we discovered that we couldn’t open it because it
was in a strange format called FSDB, which is a privately
owned compression format. FSDB stands for “Fast Signal
Data Base”. This file format was developed by NOVAS to
replace VCD (value change dump) files. After a number of
acquisitions Synopsis Inc owns FSDB. FSDB files are binary
and they make use of data compression. As a consequence
they are a lot smaller that VCD files and reading them is a lot
faster. Many tools can read and write files in FSDB format.
There seems to be one reference source for FSDB-formatted
files, but it was down for maintenance for a couple of days
when Jeyla found it. After the forum went back online, we
searched for a few days, but it appears that there is not a
publicly available and free tool that we can use to conver the
ANT data into a format readable on our machines. Software
does exist, but you need a license to be able to use it.
So, we decided to fall back on our original plan to use the

RIPE Atlas data. We selected RIPE’s Internet Map of Reach-
ability of Fixed Destinations [5]. It lets you enter a specific
time and zoom in on different areas around the world to see
whether the RIPE host was up/down at that time. We wanted
to simulate a trend seen in the original paper: when it rains
or snows, it’s likely for a host to go down (particularly for
snow if in an area that does not typically receive much snow).
We decided to find a location on the RIPE map and check
host availability at two times: on a rainy/snow day, and on a
day with no rain/snow.
To analyze rain, I looked for autonomous systems that had
extensive uptime/downtime data based on the RIPE ATLAS.
Among these, I searched for locations that had patterns of
extraordinary rain events in the past year (as I wanted to
analyze if the paper’s findings were relevant to data out-
side of the timeline of the paper). I settled on ViaSat-owned
ASN 7155, in east/central/southern Wisconsin (near Madi-
son), which experienced heavy rainfall this past month (May
2020).
To find a snowy day and area, I searched online for winter
storms in 2019, and found one that affected much of the
country from December 1-3, 2019 [4]. I focused in on West
Virginia, which received 3.6 inches of snow in the city Davis.
We will look at these results in the Results section.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1 and 2 are our respective reproductions of Figures
1a and 1b from the original paper, using the paper’s dataset
for only the year 2018. Both of our figures closely match the
trendlines depicted in the original paper.
Figure 3 depicts a screencap of RIPE’s Map of Reachability,
zoomed in on several hosts in West Virginia. In Figure 3,
we see that one host is unavailable during the large win-
ter storm in December 2019. In Figure 4, zoomed in on that
same host, we see that the host was available on a day with
normal weather. If we had more time, we would compare
more locations in the United States to see if heavy snowfall
causes less link availability (the paper showed that this was
more the case in states that do not experience much snow).
The original paper could not conclude that snowfall or other
weather events directly caused link unavailability, and nei-
ther can we.
Now, let’s look at our results for rainfall.
Figure 5 depicts a screencap of RIPE’s Map of Reachability,
zoomed in on Wisconsin’s Dane County (containing Madi-
son, WI and other nearby cities). In Figure 5, we see that all
hosts in the map are available (note that the other hosts do
not reside in Dane County). However, in Figure 6, coincid-
ing with rain storms in the county, we see that host 7155 is
experiencing downtime. The storm is also documented in
the monthly precipitation history documented by Weather
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Underground for the month of May 2020[1]. We have high-
lighted the storm on the day of the storm/outage event in
Figures 7-8.
In fact, we can even look at the hourly granularity of the
rain events in Madison on that date. Note that the downtime
shown is at approximately 1pm UTC, which corresponds to
approximately 8am local Wisconsin time, which we can see
in Figure 8, corresponds directly to a spike in local precipita-
tion.

5 FIGURES

Figure 1: Our reproduction of Figure 1a.

Figure 2: Our reproduction of Figure 1b.

Figure 3: Host for Davis, West Virginia during Decem-
ber 1 2019 snowstorm

Figure 4: Host for Davis,West Virginia during October
1 2019, normal weather
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Figure 5: ASN 7155 (based in WI) experiences uptime
on May 17, 2020.

Figure 6: ASN 7155 (based in WI) experiences down-
time on May 18, 2020, coinciding with a rainstorm.

Figure 7: Extraordinary rain event on May 18, 2020 in
Madison, WI.
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Figure 8: Hourly precipitation in Madison, WI onMay
18, 2020.
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6 FUTUREWORK
The most limiting factor in our analysis for this project was
our extremely limited compute ability. Because outage data
is not available at a fine-graineed regional granularity, the
size of the outage datasets we found were simply too large
to work with over a shared network/free compute tool and
on our singular laptops. In the unfortunate case of the ANT
data, they were also simply in file formats that rendered them
useless without a very specific license. With more time and
more access to computing resources, Allison and I would use
and merge weather datasets with outage datasets at a level
that allows us to expand our analysis to more general cases

(which would be more useful in corroborating/reproducing
the findings of the original paper).
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